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The boundary integral equations for the transmission problems for the scalar 
Helmholtz equation have the property that the dimension of the null spaces 
changes as the transmission parameter tends to zero in the case where the wave 
number is an interior eigenvalue. Therefore, the investigation of the continuous 
dependence of solutions of the transmission problems leads to a certain singular 
perturbation problem. In order to investigate this problem, we generalize a pertur- 
bation theorem for parameter dependent linear operator equations of the second 
kind in Banach spaces given by Kress [6, 71. In our study we also introduce a new 
integral equation formulation for the transmission problem which is better situated 
for our purposes than the classical approach. ‘1 1 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By Dj we denote a bounded domain in R3 with boundary S belonging to 
the class C2, and by D, we denote the unbounded domain D, := IIX~\~~. 
We assume that the normal vector n on S is directed into the exterior 
domain. 
In this paper we shall consider the following transmission problems. 
PROBLEM THN(r). Find two functions u: E C2(D,) n C(D,) and 
u: E C2(Di) n C(Di) satisfying the Helmholtz equations 
LiZi:; + KfZ4; = 0 in D,, K,#o, Im(lc,)>O, 
Au: + K; u; = 0 
(1.1) 
in D,, K;#O, Im(ic,) b 0, 
the Neumann transmission boundary conditions 
u;+- -u:- =f,, 
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(1.2) 
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and the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
(a, grad u:(x)) - nc,u:(x) = o (1.3) 
uniformly for all directions i :=x/l?cl, I :=&?. Here fr, g, E C(S) are 
given functions and r E @ \ { 0} is a liven complex number. By the indices 
“+” and “-” we distinguish the limits obtained by approaching the boun- 
dary S from D, and Di, respectively. 
The problem obtained by replacing the transmission boundary con- 
ditions (1.2) by the Dirichlet transmission boundary conditions 
u:+ - PC = .f# on S, 
P~E@\v$ s,~f,~w)~ will be called Problem THD(p). 
We restrict ourselves to the case r # - 1 and p # - 1, since we are 
interested only in the limiting behaviour as z or p tends to zero. Further- 
more, in physical problems where the transmission parameters depend on 
the damping coefficient and on the density of the medium cases r = - 1 and 
p = - 1 will not appear. 
Transmission problems of this type were studied by, e.g., Werner [ 15, 16, 
171, Kittappa [4], Kittappa and Kleinman [S], Kress and Roach [S], 
and Ramm [14]. Kress and Roach have shown uniqueness for 
Problem THD(p) under the assumption 
(Re(~,)#OorIm(rc,)>O} and p:=p$~iR, 
P 
(1.5) 
where p > 0 ( ~0) if Re(rc,) Re(rci) > 0 ( ~0). Furthermore, Kress and 
Roach also derived a result on the existence of a solution in form of 
Fredholm’s alternative. 
We note that Problem THN(s) and Problem THD(p) are equivalent for 
r #O and t = l/p. Under the assumption (1.5) (with p = l/z) the 
homogeneous Problem THN(r) possesses a unique solution. 
In the case, where the wave number K, is an eigenfrequency of the 
interior Dirichlet problem, the limiting homogeneous problem 
Problem THN(0) (this means r = 0) possesses nontrivial solutions. In the 
case, where the wave number ~~ is an eigenfrequency of the interior 
Neumann problem, the limiting homogeneous problem Problem THD(0) 
(this means p =.O) possesses nontrivial solutions. 
Werner [18] and Ramm [ 131 have studied the limiting behaviour of 
transmission problems of this type as the transmission parameter r or p 
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tends to zero. Werner restricted himselves to the physical relevant case that 
the transmission coefficients have a physical meaning and he studied the 
case where the damping coefficient of the interior medium tends to infinity. 
Ramm considered the special case where the interior wave number K, is 
equal to the exterior wave number K, and he did not treat the case where 
the interior wave number is an eigenfrequency of the interior problem. The 
case where the interior wave number IC;( = K,) is an eigenfrequency of the 
interior problem was studied by Bliihbaum [ 11. 
In physical problems the transmission parameter r depends on the den- 
sity and on the damping coefficient of the medium. For a medium with a 
very large density the transmission parameter r is very small. 
The aim of this paper is to show convergence of the solutions u: and U; 
to a limiting solution UI and UP as the transmission parameter r tends to 
zero for the case where the interior wave number ti, is an eigenfrequency of 
the interior problem. 
2. EXISTENCE 
It is well known that in general the Problem THN(r) (and Problem 
THD(p)) is not uniquely solvable and therefore it is not possible to reduce 
the transmission problems to integral equations which are unconditionally 
solvable. We will derive a new boundary integral equation which is uni- 
quely solvable if the homogeneous transmission problem admits only the 
trivial solution. 
In order to study the limiting problem it is not useful to chose a solution 
ansatz which is symmetric with respect to D, and D,. This is due to the fact 
that in the limit case r = 0 and in the case of an interior eigenfrequency the 
homogeneous integral equation for the symmetric solution ansatz has more 
solutions than the homogeneous transmission problem. To overcome these 
difficulties, we use a nonsymmetric solution ansatz for which in the limiting 
case the integral equation splits into two integral equations. 
BY 
Qj(X, y) := exP(lKj 1X-d) 477 Ix-y1 ' x#y, j=e, i, 
we denote the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation 
corresponding to the wave number K~. 
In order to reduce the transmission problems to integral equations we 
introduce function spaces by 
70-y S) := c”q S) x c”q S), q”(s) := CyS) x COys), 
7y( S) := c”q S) x c’q S), P(S) := c’q S) x P(S), 
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where C’,‘(S) and C1,a(S) are the spaces of HGlder continuous and Hijlder 
continuously differentiable functions, respectively. These spaces equiped 
with the canonical Hiilder norms 11. 111, I/. II r,l, 1). II l.z, and )I. 1) ,,X, respec- 
tively, are Banach spaces. 
We introduce an integral operator Hh: T’,“(S) + q”(S) of the form 
HN= I-K, ztjd + S, - Sj + zqK, 
sTi (1+~)1-z~T,-K,*+TK* 
Here I is the identity operator and the operators S,, K,, K,* and T, are 
defined by 
Csi It/)(x) I=2 C, $(Y) @jtx, Y) ds(Y), 
V+)(x) := 2 js $(y) “2;;” ds(y), 
W: $)(x) := 2 s, $(I~) ‘?/;;r’ W), 
(T,Wd := 2 & 5 A(Y) “;f;,;’ WY), l.EC’,‘(S), xES, j=e, i. 
s 
A systematic study of these operators can be found in Colton and 
Kress [3]. The mappings have the following properties: S,, K,, K,?: 
C’,‘(S) + C’,‘(S) are bounded and compact, S,: C’,‘(S) -+ C’,‘(S) and 
Ti: C’,‘(S) + C’,‘(S) are bounded, j = e, i. Therefore, the operator H:, is 
singular. If we can show that N; allows a regularization, we can use the 
Riesz theory in order to study the operator H’, (Michlin and 
Priissdorf [ 11 I). 
Now we are looking for a solution of Problem THN(T) in the form of a 
combination of double- and single-layer potentials. The ansatz for the 
function u: was introduced independently by Leis [9], Brakhage and Wer- 
ner [2], and Panich [12] in order to solve the exterior Dirichlet problem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The potentials 
ax) := j +‘(Y) @ah Y) + lvl i 
a@e(xY ) an(y) W), x~De.9 
S 
‘i’lx) ‘= j {F(Y) @i(x, Y) + n’(Y) 
a@i(x, Y) 
(2.1) 
an(Y) 
d4yL XED~, 
s 
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with density xX := (A’, +‘)’ E T’,a( S) solve the Problem THN(z) provided the 
density x1 solves the integral equation 
HT*xl= F, (2.2) 
with F := 2( f,, -g,)r~ qa(S). Here n # 0 is an arbitrary real number such 
that 
q Re( Ic,) > 0. (2.3) 
Proof. The function u:(u;) obviously solves the Helmholtz equation 
(1.1) in D, (Di) and of fulfills the Sommerfeld radiation condition (1.3). By 
the jump relations for single- and double-layer potentials [3] we see that u: 
and u; satisfy the boundary conditions (1.2) if the density xr solves the 
integral equation (2.2). 1 
For r # - 1 we introduce an integral operator R; : q”(S) + T’,“(S) of 
the form 
The operator S, denotes the single-layer potential operator S with the wave 
number 1 := F 1 and is bijective. Colton and Kress [3] have shown that 
the operator T can be regularized by the operator -S and that 
-ST = I - K, with a compact operator K: Co.‘(S) -+ C’“,‘(S). Therefore, we 
have 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 7 # - 1. The operator R; is an equivalent right-hand- 
side regularizer for the operator H’,, i.e., H; R; = I - EN where the operator 
KN is compact. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 5 # - 1. If the homogeneous Problem THN(T) admits 
only the trivial solution, then there exists a unique solution to the 
inhomogeneous Problem THN(r). 
Proof (i) Let x’ be a solution of the homogeneous integral equation 
WNxr = 0. Then the potentials u; and u; defined with x’ by (2.1) solve the 
homogeneous ,Problem THN(z) and by the assumption we have uf = 0 in 
0,,j = e, i. Using the jump relation for us we get 
(Z+K,*-zyT,)$‘=O on S. 
From the condition (2.3) follows that (I+ K,* -tnT,) is bijective [3, 
Theorem 3.341 and therefore $’ = 0. Now we can see that uf is a double- 
layer potential. If we extend the definition of u: into D,, we know that the 
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normal derivative of U; can be uniformly extended to a Holder continuous 
function in D, and in Bj [3] (note that 1’~ C’,‘(S)). Now the jump 
relation yields &:/&I + = 0 on S. Since the exterior Neumann problem is 
uniquely solvable, we have UJ = 0 in D,, too. If we use the jump relation 
again, we have i.’ = 0, therefore xr = 0. 
(ii) In Lemma (2.2) we have shown that H:, has an equivalent 
regularizer. Therefore, the Riesz theory is available for H> (Michlin and 
Prbhdorf [ 11 I), and the inhomogeneous integral equation (2.2) has a uni- 
que solution. 1 
3. A PERTURBATION THEOREM 
Now we assume that condition (1.5) (with p := l/z) holds and that the 
interior wave number K; is an eigenfrequency of the interior Neumann 
problem. Then Problem THN(r) possesses a unique solution and the 
integral operator H:, is bijective. The limiting problem Problem THN(0) 
possesses nontrivial solutions and the limiting operator Hi (that means 
z = 0) is not bijective. If we can show convergence of the solutions xr of the 
integral equation (2.2) as r tends to zero, we are able to show convergence 
of the solutions u: and U; of Problem THN(z) with the well-known 
estimates for single- and double-layer potentials by their densities. 
In this chapter we will generalize a perturbation theorem for parameter 
dependent linear operator equations of the second kind in Banach spaces 
given by Kress [6, 71. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X, X, , Y, and Y, he Banach spaces, 
(( ., .)): Xx Y, + @ and (., . ): X, x Y + @ nondegenerate bilinear forms 
and let KC C be a subset so that 0 E K is an accumulation point. Further- 
more, suppose that there exists families of bounded linear operators 
{B,:X-tX, 1 AEK} and {B,*: Y+ Y, 1 AEK} in the way that B, and B: 
are adjoint to each other relative to the above bilinear forms; and families 
{Rj.:X,-+XII~~K} and (RT: Y, -+ Y 1 1 E K} of equivalent left and right 
regularizers of the operators BA and B:, respectively, i.e., R, B1 = I- KA and 
BX R,* = I - KT, with compact operators KA and KT . 
We assume that B, is bijective for all I E K\ (0) and B, is not bijective. 
Furthermore, we assume that K0 has Riesz-number one and let m := dim N(B,). 
Let {d,,..., &,} c N(B,) be a basis of N(B,) and (x1,..., x,,,} c N(B,*) be a 
basis of N(B,*), let (f: 1 2 E K} c X, and let f$ fulfill the solvability 
condition ((f $, xi>> = 0, i = l,..., m. 
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Assume that in addition there exists a number v E N such that for i -+ 0 
and 
B, - B, = I’E + o(l”), 
R, - R, = L’R + o(,l’), 
(3.1) 
f o* -fl = ;l”f* + 0(/l”), 
where E, R: X -+ X, are linear operators and where E satisfies 
(Bj.#,, ilk) = avar,k + ~(a’), i, k = 1 ,..., m, 
with a regular complex matrix (ai,k)i,k= ,,,,,, m and f * E X,. 
Under these conditions the unique solution yL of 
B;.Y;. =.I- f > kK\{O} 
converges to a solution y0 of 
Bo?o=fo*. 
as A -+ 0. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Proof: From (3.1) we get 
R,B,-Rj,B;--I’RB,=L”R,Efo(3,“) 
0 
(3.6) 
-K,+ K,=l’[RB,+ R,E] +o(jbV) 
=~“[RB,+R,E]+o(2”) 
= a’c + o(ay), a -+ 0, 
with C := RB, + R,E. 
(3.7) 
Define $i:= (R,*)-’ xi (i= l,..., m), then ($1 ,..., I,+~} is a basis of 
N(Z- K,*). 
Furthermore, we get 
and 
Cdi = RB04i + R,E4i = R,E#,, (3.8) 
(((z--K,) d,, $k)) = ;l”((C$i, $,c)) + 42’) = 2”((R,EQ),, +k)) + o(J.7 
=~,“(-E~,,R,*ICI,)+O(~“)=~“(-E~~,X,)+O(~”) 
= (Bj.dc, ok) = j-‘ai.k + ~(a”), i, k = 1 ,..., m. (3.9) 
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Using the solvability condition, we get from (3.1) and (3.2) the expan- 
sion 
((R*f:,~k>>=((R,f~,l//k))-~'((Rf,*,~k))+o(~") 
= ((R,f,*,ICI,))-E.'((R,f*, @k)) 
- ~"((Rf,*, $k))+o(~I') 
(3.10) 
= 2”ak + o(jl’), k=l,..., m, A-+0, 
where ak := -((&f*+Rf,*,ICI,)). 
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) are equivalent to (Z-K,) yA = R,f: and 
(I-&)y,=&f,*. N ow the conditions (3.6)-(3.10) guarantee that all 
assumptions of the perturbation theorem given by Kress [7] are fulfilled 
and therefore the theorem is proved. 1 
4. LIMITING BEHAVIOUR OF THE TRANSMISSION PROBLEM 
In order to establish the continuous dependence of the solutions xr of the 
integral equation (2.2) as 7 tends to zero, we have to verify that the con- 
ditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. 
We introduce an integral operator Hh* : q”(S) -+ P,“(S) of the form 
H;* := I-K? 7Ti 
zqZ+S,-S;+zqK,* (1+7)I-qT,-K,+tK; 
By IioN and HF we denote the operators obtained by setting 7 = 0 in the 
definition of H:, and Hi*, respectively. By interchanging the order of 
integration, H:, and H&* (and also H”, and Hi*) are adjoint to each other 
with respect to the dual system (T’+(S), q”(S)) defined by 
In order to characterize the null space of the operator HF we define the 
linear space U, by 
u, := 
Au + K,ZU = 0 in D,, u satisfies the rad. cond. (1.3), 
au au. 
- = 2 on S, and vi is a solution of 
an+ an- 
Au, + u?vi = 0 in Di with vi- = 0 on S 
If ki is not an interior Dirichlet eigenvalue, then obviously U, = (0). 
409/126/l-3 
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Now we have 
LEMMA 4.1. N(H,‘*) = U,. 
Proof: From the characterization of the null space of the operator 
I-K,+ [lo, Theorem 7.2.31 it follows that for every 1 with 
(A, $)T~ N(Hi*) there exists a solution ui of the interior homogeneous 
Dirichlet problem corresponding to K~ in the way, that II = &Jan _ holds 
on S, and vice versa. From the bijectivity of I- K- lqT [3] and from 
S,o, = 0 on S we get 
u+ = -[Z-K-tqT]pl[y(I+K*)+S]-$ on S. 
Now let u be the uniquely determined solution of the exterior Neumann 
problem corresponding to the wave number K, and to the boundary con- 
dition au/&r + =&J&r ~. on S, where vi is a solution of the interior 
homogeneous Dirichlet problem corresponding to the wave number ‘ci. ZJ 
can be represented in the exterior domain via the Green’s representation 
theorem. With the jump relations from the representation theorem we get 
the following integral equations for the Dirichlet data $ := a+ on S, 
(I-K)lj= -S$ 
+ 
and 
T$=(l+K*)-& on S. 
+ 
If we linearly combine both equations and use the boundary condition 
au/&r + = &,/an _ we obtain 
(I-K-qT)$= -(q(I+K*)+S)-$j on S. 1 
Remark. From the Fredholm theory we have dim N(HL*) = 
dim H(HO,) = m(D) < co where m(D) = 0 if ~~ is not an interior Dirichlet 
eigenvalue, otherwise m(D) E N. 
The operator Ri is defined as the adjoint of the operator R; with respect 
to the bilinearform (4.1). By R$ and R”, we denote the operators obtained 
by setting t = 0 in the definitions of R; and Ri, respectively. Therefore, we 
have 
p?R$=I-p, 
and 
R’ofp = I - K”* N N N 3 
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where the operators I$, and KF are compact and adjoint to each other 
relative to the bilinearform (4.1). From the bijectivity of the operator 
I- K* - l?T we can see, that for an element x = (A, $)’ of the null space of 
P? there holds x = (A, 0)‘. Now we can characterize the null space of P?. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let {x1 ,..., XmCD)), with Xk = (nk, O)T, be a basis for N(fl,) 
and define the functions vf by 
a@i(x? Y 1 
vk(x) := js Ak(y) an(y) dsb), XE R3\S, 
k = l,..., m(D). Then 
Ak=vk 
r+ on S, k = l,..., m(D). 
Furthermore, { $, ,..., $,,D,} is a basis for N(HF), where 
on S, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
and v! is the unique solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem corresponding 
to the wave number K, and the boundary data 
ad ad e=> 
an, an, on S, k= l,..., m(D). (4.4) 
The matrix 
(Xk, $j>=Jsvf+ sds, k, j= l,..., m(D), 
is regular and the Riesz number of the operators K”, and KF is one. 
Proof: Condition (4.2) and the regularity of the matrix (xk, 1+9~) are 
consequences of the bijectivity of Z-K* - z?T and the characterization of 
the null space of I- Kf [3, Theorem 3.221. (4.3) and (4.4) follow from 
Lemma4.1. Let #k := (R$)-’ xk be a basis of N(Z-P,). From 
xk = (Ak, O)T and the form of (R$)-’ there follows the regularity of 
<dk, $j> = <(RZ)-’ Xkr $1) = <Xk, Ii/j>. 
Therefore, the Riesz number of K”, and K? is one. i 
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For the difference between H”, and H’, we have the expansion 
fl-Hf$=$; l+°KJ=:TcN. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let {xk} and {$k), k = l,..., m(D), be bases for the null 
spaces W-W and N( HF ), respectively. Then the matrix 
( cNxky ti] )kj= I,...,m(D) is regu1ar. 
Proof. Assume ( C,xk, tij) is not regular. Then, there exists a non- 
trivial ti=(d,,&)*~N(P?) with (C,&,t,k)=O for all \CIEN(H~*). Now 
by the Fredholm alternative there exists a uniquely determined 
5 = (t,, [2)T with Ho,5 = C,&. With 4 and r by (2.1) we define functions u’, 
uc and wi, w’, respectively. It follows that up = 0 in D, and ui- = 0 on S. 
Since d= (d,, O)T we get 
Therefore, 
gds=xej” w’ ??dszK, 
+ S ~ an- 
which implies wc = 0 in D, [3, Theorem 3.121. From (4.5) there follows 
au’/&- = 0 on S and therefore ui = 0 in D;. From the continuity of the 
normal derivative of the double-layer potential we get &‘/an + = 0 on S. 
Therefore up = 0 in Di. By the jump relation for ~8 there follows #r = 0. 
This is a contradiction, and therefore the matrix ( C,xk, I++~) is reglar. 1 
In the next theorem we denote by vd the functions which are defined by 
the elements of the basis of N(HF) (see Lemma 4.2). 
THEOREM 4.4. The existence of complex constants n, 
functions fO, g, so that the limits 
and 
nmcD) and 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
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j = I,..., m(D), exist is necessary and sufficient for the convergence 
II u: - 4 II x,-d;: + 0, 
lIUf--UPll~,o,-4 
Ilgradb: - u%,~i; -+ 0, 
IlgWu; - 4’)ll %,D, -+ 0, 7 + 0, 
(4.8) 
of the solution u:, u; of the Problems THN(2). The limiting function uz solves 
the exterior Neumann problem corresponding to the boundary condition 
au: 
z=go on S. 
The limiting function uy solves the interior Dirichlet problem corresponding to 
the boundary condition 
u? =uo -f I- ('+ 0 on S, 
and is uniquely determined by the properties 
s al.8 Lv;, ds=n,, san- j= l,..., m(D). (4.9) 
Proof Necessity. The necessity of condition (4.6) is obvious. The 
necessity of condition (4.7) and the characterization (4.9) follows by the 
Green’s theorem 
s g,v!+ ds- s s sfr-$ds + 
-T 
I 
xvj 
sdn- 
e+ ds 
f6f~-$ds--~jsg~v!+ ds=js$vi+ ds--+jsgvj+ ds=:nj. 
+ 
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Sufficiency. The expansion H; - H”, = tC, implies (3.1). Furthermore, we 
get 
(H,x/~, $J/> =T(CNX~, $Jj>, k,j= l)...) m(D), 
and with Lemma 4.3 we see that condition (3.3) is fulfilled, too. Condition 
(4.7) is equivalent to (3.2). However, with Theorem 3.1 we get the con- 
vergence of the solution of the integral equation (2.2) 
IIxT - x*1/ 7y.y) --) 0, t -+o. 
Now the convergence (4.8) follows from the solution ansatz (2.1), because 
single- and double-layer potentials can be estimated by their densities [ 16, 
Lemma 1-4; 3, Theorems 2.17 and 2.231. 1 
We remark, that it is possible to derive the corresponding theorem for 
Problem THD(p) in a simpler way (without any regularization for the 
operators). In order to do this, we remark that we can reduce Problem 
THD(p) to an integral equation of the form H;xP = Fp where H; is of the 
form identity plus compact. The null space of the limiting operator H: has 
finite dimension, say dim N(HO,) = m(N). By ~7: we denote the functions 
which are defined by the elements of the basis of N(HO,) (cf. Lemma 4.2). 
THEOREM 4.5. The existence qf complex constants d, 
functions fo, g, so that the limits 
and 
j= l,..., m(N), exist is necessary and sufficient for the convergence 
II$ - 4ILrr;. -+ 03 
II u? - @II a.E + 02 
Ilgrad($ - ~~Nm,-ir; --* 0, 
IlwW4‘- 4Wz.~ -, 0, P -+ 0, 
d m(N) and 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
of the solution uz, I.$ of the Problems THD(p). The limiting function uz 
solves the exterior Dirichlet problem corresponding to the boundary condition 
4-t =.fo on S. 
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The limiting function UP solves the interior Neumann problem corresponding 
to the boundary condition 
auy auf 
an=i!Grgo on S, + 
and is uniquely determined by the properties 
J‘ U? I-~ sdJ=d,, j=l ,..., m(N). s + (4.13) 
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